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Gary Rubloff
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Ichiro Takeuchi
John Weeks
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Post Docs

Ajmi Ben Haj Hammouda
Todd Brintlinger
Rafael Gattass
Kwangmoo Kim
Xiangle Liu
Andrei Sushkov

Graduate Students

Dominic Britti
Jianhao Chen
Sungjae Cho
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Alex Curtin
Brad Gordon
Dwight Hunter
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Kwan Lee
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Qiang Liu
Ran Liu
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Israel Perez
Rajesh Sathiyanarayanan
Rolando Valdes Aguilar
Lin Weng

Undergraduate Students

Colin Heikes
Erin Lukomska-Schlauch
Jimmy Nguyen
Reba Noel
Jenna Smith
Sam Teitelbaum

Volunteers
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Alex Curtin
Operation Night Spy
GEMS Program
11th Student Science Conference

Brad Gordon
Chemistry Laboratory & Career Seminar

Dwight Hunter
Project Lead the Way
11th Student Science Conference

Wei Jin
11th Student Science Conference
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Colin Heikes
Operation Night Spy
Science Fair Judging
Chemistry Laboratory & Career Seminar

Erin Lukomska-Schlauch
Science, Engineering, and You Camp
Advanced Materials & Nanotechnology Camp
Mission Impossible: The Science Behind Spying Camp
College Prep Camp

Jimmy Nguyen
Nanoscience Camp
Science, Engineering, and You Camp
Advanced Materials & Nanotechnology Camp
College Prep Camp
BRIDGE Program Camp
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Julie Callis
Service-Learning Training at NIST
IT Coordinator of Operation Night Spy
Maryland Day
11th Student Science Conference

Donna Hammer
Service-Learning Training at NIST
Director of Operation Night Spy
Student Science Conference
Director of Summer Camps
SPS Mentor

Alex Prasertchoung
Education Outreach Coordinator
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Yomi Okunola
Chemistry Laboratory & Career Seminar

Luis Orozco
REU Advisor

Mey Saied
Materials Science & Engineering Program